Centralized political authority has come under ideological and political challenge almost everywhere. Nowhere have the issues been framed with more urgency than in regionally divided or multiethnic states, where state building and territorial integration are ongoing projects. How will the center govern the provinces? Will political authority at the subnational level compete with, or reinforce, power at the center? What explains variation in the autonomy of the provinces? When is the center likely to hold?

*Political Topographies of the African State* shows that central rulers’ power, ambitions, and strategies of control have always varied across subregions of the national space, even in countries reputed to be highly centralized. Catherine Boone argues that this unevenness reflects a state-building logic that is shaped by differences in the political economy of the regions – that is, by relations of property, production, and authority that determine the political clout and economic needs of regional-level elites. Center-provincial bargaining, rather than the unilateral choices of the center, is what drives the politics of national integration and determines how institutions distribute power. When devolution occurs, will we get local democracy, decentralized despotism, or disintegration of authority? *Political Topographies* shows why and how the answer can vary across space within a single national unit.

This fresh analysis of state building in agrarian societies engages mainstream debates over the origins of political institutions and why institutions change over time. Boone’s innovative analysis speaks to scholars and policy makers who want to understand geographic unevenness in the centralization and decentralization of power, in the nature of citizenship and representation, and in patterns of core-periphery integration and breakdown in many of the world’s multiethnic or regionally divided states.

Catherine Boone is Associate Professor of Government at the University of Texas at Austin.
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TERRITORIAL AUTHORITY AND INSTITUTIONAL CHOICE

Catherine Boone
University of Texas at Austin
To Joshua and Alexander
When a state accustomed to live in freedom under its own laws is acquired, there are three ways of keeping it: the first is to destroy it; the second is to go live there in person; the third is to let it continue to live under its own laws, taking tribute from it, and setting up a government composed of a few men that will keep it friendly to you. Such a government, being the creature of the prince, will be aware that it cannot survive without his friendship and support, and it will do everything to maintain his authority. A city which is used to freedom is more easily controlled by means of its own citizens than by any other, provided one chooses not to destroy it.

Niccolo Machiavelli, *The Prince* (Donno edition)
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Preface and Acknowledgments

Barrington Moore Jr. wrote that in modernizing Europe, methods of extracting the agricultural surplus formed the core of nearly all social and political problems. In studying rural marketing circuits and land tenure politics in Senegal and Côte d’Ivoire, I gradually realized the salience of this point for Africa, where general forms of the postcolonial state and political trajectories are usually seen as largely autonomous from the main currents of constancy and change in agrarian society. Modern African states have been understood as “bureaucratic states” or “postcolonial states,” but rarely as the agrarian states that they (also) are. This book adopts this perspective to rethink some key issues of state formation, territorial integration, and institutional development in modern Africa.

The main argument is that social forces have gone far in shaping and constraining patterns of state formation since the end of the nineteenth century, but that the full significance and implications of this are only revealed through development of appropriate spatial and temporal frames of analysis. We depart from much earlier work by highlighting the existence of geographically uneven patterns of state building within any given country; these uneven patterns are the “political topographies” referred to in the title. How and to what extent agrarian societies in Africa have been incorporated into the modern state are outcomes that have been determined by center-periphery struggles that are themselves shaped by local political facts. As Machiavelli pointed out in describing a different context, successful rulers devise governing strategies that take local opportunity and challenge into account. In Africa as elsewhere, structure and choice are both at work as rulers make states under circumstances not of their own choosing.
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The project was launched while I was an Academy Scholar at the Harvard Academy for International and Area Studies from 1990 to 1992, and I thank Henry Rosovsky for his early interest in this work. Field research was funded by the Harvard Academy of International and Area Studies, the Social Science Research Council, Fulbright, and the McNamara Fellowship of the World Bank Development Institute. During the Ivoirian part of the research I was a visiting researcher at the Centre Ivoirien de Recherche Economique et Sociale and benefited greatly from the collegial support of Assalé Kouapa and Atta Brou Noel. The Centre des Études Supérieures en Gestion provided an initial base for research in Senegal and connections to the Université Cheikh Anta Diop in Dakar. I would like to thank all those who made these affiliations possible. Versions of the argument have been presented at the Yale Seminar on Agrarian Studies, the Kellogg Institute at Notre Dame, the University of Florida African Studies Center, the departments of political science at Northwestern University and the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor, and annual meetings of the American Political Science Association and the African Studies Association. Early input I received from the Yale presentation added several years to the project by convincing me of the need for in-country comparisons (alongside the cross-country comparisons), and for that I thank James Scott and members of the Agrarian Studies Seminar. Thanks also to the University of Texas at Austin.
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for a Dean’s Fellowship in the Spring of 1999, which provided a research leave that allowed me to complete the Senegal portions of the manuscript, and to Jesus Velasco and the Division of International Studies at the Centro de Investigación y Docencias Económicas (CIDE) in Mexico City, where I worked as a visiting professor during the 2000–2001 academic year and completed the manuscript. I am grateful to Bob Bates, who was one of the first readers of the entire manuscript, and who was key in bringing it to finished form.
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My greatest thanks go to Peter Trubowitz, who traveled with me to Senegal and Côte d’Ivoire, read versions of this work in its different forms, and gave me ideas from international relations, American studies, and political geography that brought the research into focus. He had great faith in the project, and over the years sustained the hope that it would someday sit on the coffee table as a finished book. During the years I worked on this project, we were blessed with two beautiful sons, Joshua and Alexander Trubowitz, to whom this book is dedicated.